Abstract One of the most efficient approaches to generate the side information (SI) in distributed video codecs is through motion compensated frame interpolation where the current frame is estimated based on past and future reference frames. However, this approach leads to significant spatial and temporal variations in the correlation noise between the source at the encoder and the SI at the decoder. In such scenario, it would be useful to design an architecture where the SI can be more robustly generated at the block level, avoiding the creation of SI frame regions with lower correlation, largely responsible for some coding efficiency losses. In this paper, a flexible framework to generate SI at the block level in two modes is presented: while the first mode corresponds to a motion compensated interpolation (MCI) technique, the second mode corresponds to a motion compensated quality enhancement (MCQE) technique where a low quality Intra block sent by the encoder is used to generate the SI by doing motion estimation with the help of the reference frames. The novel MCQE mode can be overall advantageous from the ratedistortion point of view, even if some rate has to be invested in the low quality Intra coding blocks, for blocks where the MCI produces SI with lower correlation. The overall solution is evaluated in terms of RD performance with improvements up to 2 dB, especially for high motion video sequences and long Group of Pictures (GOP) sizes.
Introduction
In recent years, novel video coding techniques have brought significant advances in the rate-distortion (RD) performance of predictive video codecs along with a significant increase in the encoder computational complexity, see the H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) standard. The so-called downlink applications, where few encoders feed numerous decoders (e.g. digital TV broadcasting), can benefit from such improvements. On the other hand, for applications with limited computational power and limited memory, e.g. wireless low-power surveillance and visual sensor networks, video codecs with a more flexible partition of the computational complexity between encoder and decoder are necessary. Another major requirement of such applications is the ability to be robust to channel errors as well as to gracefully handle packet losses without a major impact in video quality. To enable these emerging applications, it is necessary to reinvent the traditional predictive video coding paradigm. A promising approach lies in two Information Theory results from the 70s: the Slepian-Wolf [20] and the Wyner-Ziv [31] theorems. They define the theoretical framework for which novel video coding solutions can be designed; these theorems conclude that it is possible to exploit the source correlation partially or totally at the decoder without any coding efficiency loss when compared to the predictive coding approach. The codecs exploiting this principle are called distributed video codecs (DVC); typically, they generate some side information (SI) at the decoder, an estimate of the current frame to encode, by using motion estimation and compensation techniques. Usually, this means that all frames are Intra (independently) encoded and that most of the codec complexity lies at the decoder, leading to video codecs which have two inherent characteristics and address the needs of some relevant emerging applications: low encoding complexity and inbuilt robustness to channel losses.
In distributed video coding, the SI can be generated in several ways: i) the so-called 'guess' approach, where motion trajectories are found between adjacent reference frames with motion estimation techniques and the SI is created by motion compensation [5] ; ii) the 'learn' approach where the SI is continuously refined as more information from the encoder is received [6, 27] ; iii) the 'hint' approach where the encoder sends some Intra encoded data which is then used by the decoder to help in the SI generation process [1] ; iv) the 'try' approach where the decoding algorithm runs several times for each candidate SI and the best SI candidate is selected according to a certain criterion [19, 25] . While all these techniques can be independently used, it is believed that a combination of two or more of these approaches should allow better performance than using only one technique since each of the various approaches has specific benefits or may be more adequate for certain types of source correlation.
One of the major limitations of the 'guess' approach is that the temporal and spatial correlation between the SI and the source data is not uniform within the distributed coded frames. It is possible to observe that motion compensated errors are rather significant for some regions of the SI frame while being rather small for other regions. Covered and uncovered regions, illumination changes and camera noise are responsible for the lower quality of some SI frame regions, e.g. as created by one of the motion compensated interpolation (MCI) technique commonly used in the 'guess' approach [5] .
This limitation can be overcome by combining the 'guess' approach with the 'learn' or 'hint' approaches. This paper proposes a combined 'guess/hint' coding solution by Intra encoding some blocks of the current distributed coded frame bringing additional 'hint' data to the decoder. In the proposed architecture, Intra encoded data is sent for the periodically Intra coded frames (the so-called key frames) and for some blocks of the WZ frames (which are distributed coded and are inserted between the periodic key frames). These Intra blocks in WZ frames have a lower quality, compared to the already decoded frames (key and WZ frames), and are used by the decoder to generate better SI for regions where the 'guess' SI creation approach fails. By sending some lower quality Intra blocks, it is expected to generate SI with higher quality for these blocks, notably closer to the quality of the predictions produced by the motion compensation techniques used in recent predictive video codecs, e.g. H.264/AVC. Side information with improved quality means that the encoder should need to send fewer rate to the decoder and a rate-distortion improvement is observed. However, in the 'hint' approach, a penalty is paid regarding the usual distributed video coding approach, since some blocks are Intra encoded in the WZ frames; thus, it is necessary to be conservative and only encode and transmit Intra blocks if they really help to generate SI which leads to significant rate savings (considering the same target quality). However, since the Intra encoded blocks are encoded with lower quality with the proposed framework, a low bitrate penalty is expected when compared to the periodically inserted Intra frames.
However, with the proposed solution new challenges need to be tackled: i) How to select, at the encoder, the Intra blocks in the WZ frames without having available the SI produced by the 'guess' and 'guess/hint' solutions? ii) How to improve at the decoder the quality of a lower quality Intra block in order to generate better SI with enough quality? The answer to these questions is a difficult task; the proposed framework represents a novel coding solution, which will enhance the RD performance of distributed video coding. In this paper, two major contributions are introduced: i) encoder mode decision algorithm with low complexity and ii) a motion compensated quality enhancement (MCQE) technique to generate SI for the blocks which were Intra encoded. Thus, a block in a WZ frame is always coded using a distributed coding approach with the major difference lying on the way the side information is generated: by MCQE (Intra/WZ mode) or MCI (WZ mode). The proposed DVC codec is evaluated in terms of RD performance and in terms of the SI and WZ decoded quality, according to the DISCOVER test conditions. The evaluation shows RD performance gains (up to 2dB), especially for high motion video sequences and long GOP sizes, and a more constant WZ decoded quality.
In the next Section, some previous related work about Intra mode encoding and decision in DVC and side information generation techniques which follow the 'hint' approach is presented and discussed. Next, Sections 3 to 5 describe the proposed DVC architecture and tools: in Section 3, the architecture of the DVC codec is presented and briefly described; Section 4 presents in detail the proposed encoder mode decision, the binary map decision coding, and the Intra block coding algorithms; and Section 5 presents the MCQE technique used to generate the side information at the decoder. Finally, Section 6 evaluates and analyses the RD performance of the novel DVC codec with the proposed Intra/WZ coding mode while Section 7 presents the conclusions and relevant future work.
Related work
Considering the objectives of this paper, two types of related work exist in the literature: i) Intra mode decision and coding in WZ frames and ii) SI creation based on low quality reference enhancement.
In DVC codecs, Intra mode decision algorithms may be used to select some WZ frame blocks for Intra coding, thus helping the decoder with 'hint' data for the most 'difficult' regions of the WZ frame. This Intra coded blocks may be used at the decoder at least in two ways: i) directly as the final decoded information, ignoring the SI created at the decoder and without performing any distributed video coding for these blocks; and ii) as low quality reference blocks to create SI for distributed video coding. While the first approach has already been reported in the literature [22, 23] , the second approach is novel and will be adopted in this paper.
Other papers in the literature use a two layers scalable (spatially or quality) architecture to create the SI. In the first layer, the whole WZ frame is encoded (e.g. using H.26x Intra) with lower quality and/or spatial resolution; this WZ decoded frame is used, at the decoder, to generate the SI (a pure 'hint' approach); the second coding layer corresponds to a WZ coding layer which is used to obtain a certain decoded quality.
One of the earliest Intra block coding schemes for WZ frames was presented in [23] . With this approach, all non-overlapping 8×8 WZ blocks in each WZ frame are fed into a decision module which classifies them as WZ or Intra, depending on the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between each WZ block and the co-located block in the previous frame. Then, all pixels of the WZ blocks are concatenated and coded with a pixel domain DVC codec [8] ; all remaining blocks are Intra coded with H.263+ Intra and sent to the decoder. The decoder reconstructs the Intra and WZ blocks and concatenates them in order to obtain the final decoded frame. The adaptive Intra block mode proposed in [23] shows improvements up to 1 dB on RD performance, when compared to a DVC codec without the Intra coding mode. Using the same framework, it was proposed in [22] to include the spatial smoothness of the block in the encoder mode decision procedure, considering both spatial and temporal block characteristics and, thus, improving the RD performance. However, with this approach, the WZ source length varies with the number of selected Intra blocks causing the interleaver to be randomly generated for each WZ frame (it has the same length of the source), thus increasing the encoder complexity. Also, when a large number of Intra blocks are selected in a WZ frame, the size of the interleaver can decrease significantly, leading to significant reductions in the turbo decoder performance [8] ; this problem is more severe for transform domain DVC codecs [10] , where the WZ source length is smaller (e.g. 1584 for QCIF frames).
Another related work is presented in [24] , where the same mode decision as in [22] was used, but the Intra blocks are now used by the decoder (as reference blocks) to generate the SI; it is claimed that longer GOP lengths are now possible without coding efficiency losses. The SI is created by the weighted average of the co-located Intra blocks in two decoded reference frames (WZ and/or key frames), one in the past and the other in the future. Thus, the side information generator is quite simple, since the motion vectors only represent well static regions, failing quite often when there is medium/high motion in the sequence, a major disadvantage of this solution.
In [16] , the problem of mode selection in DVC is studied and an advanced Intra mode decision scheme is proposed. For this, two rate models are proposed, both working at the block level: the first model estimates the Intra bitrate cost and the other model estimates the WZ rate cost; then, the mode with the minimum rate is chosen. However, memoryless Laplacian sources and the availability of side information at the encoder are assumed while the effect of the distortion corresponding to each mode is neglected; the first two assumptions typically fail to happen in practical DVC codecs.
In [12] , a DVC codec with three encoding modes is presented: Intra, Inter and WZ. At the encoder, a simple bitplane motion estimation algorithm is performed which evaluates only a limited set of positions in the search range of each block. The residual error measured in the motion estimation phase is then used by the encoder to classify each block into one of the three modes. Although improvements are expected using such approach, the DVC codec is now prone to channel errors propagation (drift can occur) and the DVC encoder complexity is higher than Intra coding, which is not desirable for the DVC target applications.
A disadvantage of all previous techniques [12, 16, [22] [23] [24] is that the Intra blocks in the WZ frame i are not used to improve the side information quality in any way for frame i, and thus an opportunity to improve the RD performance is missed.
Another class of DVC codecs, encodes the WZ frame in two layers: a low quality reference (LQR) layer and a WZ layer for which parity bits are generated and sent to the decoder. This approach has the advantage that the LQR layer can be used to generate side information; however, since the two coding layers are somehow redundant (no inter-layer prediction is exploited at the encoder), a penalty in RD performance is expected.
One of the earliest solutions following this type of DVC architecture is presented in [17] , where the LQR layer is coded with a H.264/AVC zero-motion codec, i.e. using temporal prediction restricted to the collocated block in the previous frame. In [18] , a similar approach is used, where the LQR layer has a lower spatial resolution and is encoded with the H.263+ Inter mode (high encoder complexity since motion estimation is performed). In [29] , no constraint in encoder complexity is assumed and the objective is to improve the MPEG-4 fine grain scalable (FGS) coding RD performance, by exploiting the temporal correlation at the decoder in the enhancement layer (EL) coding of the current frame (the EL is coded as Intra in MPEG-4 FGS).
In all cases, the side information is generated with the help of a LQR layer sent by the encoder, following a 'hint' approach in terms of side information creation. In [17] , classical motion estimation is performed between the LQR and the previous decoded frame; the motion field is then used to obtain a motion compensated LQR frame with improved quality when compared to the LQR frame itself. In [18] , block based motion estimation is performed between the LQR frame and two full-resolution decoded frames (backward and forward references). Then, with the two best predictors, B b and B f , found, several predictor candidates are calculated for each LQR block, by using a weighted prediction of B b and B f ; the one with lower SAD (compared to the LQR block) is selected. However, if the SAD for the best predictor candidate is greater than a threshold τ, the corresponding LQR block is used. In [29] , the side information is generated by reusing the motion vectors embedded in the base layer bitstream of the scalable MPEG-4 FGS scheme.
Comparing to the solutions briefly described above, the DVC codec proposed in this paper maintains a low encoder complexity, and each WZ frame is independently encoded, i.e., no temporal predictors are used. Moreover, two novel techniques are proposed and evaluated: a simple, yet efficient Intra block mode selection method at the encoder and an efficient side information generation method, at the decoder, for the low quality Intra blocks received. In addition, it is the first time that the Intra block mode in WZ frames is coupled together with a scalable solution (in quality) to generate the side information, exploiting the advantages of both techniques.
Proposed distributed video codec architecture
The video codec adopted in this paper is a transform domain DVC codec with feedback channel and turbo codes in the Slepian-Wolf codec. It follows the architecture proposed in [2] ; however, most of the tools used in the various modules were redesigned as described in detail in [11] . The DVC codec adopted here has a higher coding efficiency [11] when compared to other alternative solutions (e.g. H.264/AVC Intra and sometimes also H.264/AVC No Motion) for some test sequences, despite its lower complexity. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the distributed video codec with the block-based Intra/WZ and WZ coding modes support. The adopted DVC codec works as follows:
1. At the encoder: a. GOP Definition: First, the coding process defines a group of pictures (GOP) as the set of frames between two key frames plus the first key frame in this set; typically, key frames are periodically inserted defining the GOP size. This means in each GOP has always one key frame and the remaining are WZ frames. For each WZ frame X i , the encoder defines two frames, X b (temporally in the past) and X f (temporally in the future), which are used as references in the encoder mode decision process and in the side information generation process. The frames X b and X f can be key frames or WZ frames, depending on the GOP size [7] , and must be available at the decoder before decoding X i . The key frames are encoded using the H.264/AVC Intra coding scheme [13] while WZ frames are encoded using a DVC approach as explained in the remaining bullets. b. Encoder Mode Decision: The encoding process of a WZ frame starts by dividing it into non-overlapping 8×8 WZ blocks. Then, a binary decision is made at the encoder regarding the coding mode to be used for each block in a WZ frame: WZ or Intra/WZ coding modes. The mode decision is based on X i and the two adjacent reference frames (X b and X f ) and its result fills the so-called binary decision map, M i , with '0' or '1' depending on the selected coding mode. The encoder mode decision process will be presented in detail in Section 4. [11] , X i is not directly WZ coded; instead a residual frame (not temporally) is constructed and WZ coded. So, all reconstructed Intra/WZ blocks are subtracted from the corresponding blocks of the WZ frame X i . For the other WZ blocks, no Intra coding is performed; instead the residual between X i and 128 (central luminance value) is coded using a DVC approach. This guarantees that the residual distribution is centered on the origin, i.e. '0'. So, a residual frame D Xi is obtained with a lower energy when compared to the frame X i ; after DCT and quantization, the coefficients have a higher number of zeros and most of their energy is compacted into a lower number of coefficients, thus improving the overall performance, especially when a high number of Intra/WZ blocks are selected for encoding. f. WZ Residual Quantization: The WZ residual frame D Xi is encoded in a distributed way; for each block, the 4×4 DCT transform is applied and the coefficients are grouped to create the DCT coefficients bands. Each DCT band is uniformly quantized with a symmetric quantization interval around zero. Since now the WZ data to be coded is a residue, the DC values have positive and negative values and their distribution is centered on the origin. So, a uniform scalar quantizer, similar to one used for the AC coefficients can be adopted; the only difference is that the zero bin width for the AC coefficients has the double size when compared to the remaining AC bins. The dead-zone width of AC bands was not found useful for the DC coefficients band due to their distribution. g. Slepian-Wolf Encoder: After quantization, bitplanes are formed and sent to the turbo encoder which generates the corresponding parity sequences. Only the parity bits are stored in a buffer, punctured and transmitted in small amounts upon decoder request via the feedback channel. The encoder also calculates an 8 bit CRC (cyclic redundancy check) hash for each bitplane and sends it to the decoder; this will help the decoder to detect any remaining residual errors left by the confidence measure computed at the turbo decoder.
At the decoder:
a. Intra Block and Decision Map Decoding: At the decoder, the Intra blocks in the WZ frames are decoded using the H.264/AVC techniques [13] ; also the binary decision map is decoded. b. Side Information Creation: The motion compensated interpolation (MCI) module generates an estimate of X i using the advanced frame interpolation framework proposed in [7] , based on the two frame references X 0 b and X 0 f (see Section 5.1). While for GOP size 2, the two references are the two neighboring key frames of the WZ frame to be decoded, for longer GOP sizes, previously decoded WZ frames also play the role of reference frames. Then, using the MCI interpolation together with the binary decision map and the Intra decoded blocks, the motion compensated quality enhancement (MCQE) module improves the quality of the side information frame to be provided to the turbo decoder and reconstruction modules (see Section 5.2). Since, (low quality) decoded data is available for the Intra/WZ blocks, this information can be used to drive the motion estimation and compensation process, obtaining at the end a more reliable estimate compared to the estimate provided by the MCI module. c. WZ Residual Estimation: To obtain the corresponding residual frame D Yi , at the decoder, all decoded Intra blocks (Intra/WZ coding mode) are subtracted from the corresponding blocks of the enhanced SI frame generated by the MCQE module. For the WZ blocks, for which no Intra coded blocks were received, the estimation is obtained by MCI alone; in this case, 128 is subtracted from the MCI generated blocks (WZ coding mode) in a similar way to the encoder. d. WZ Residual Decoding: Then, a 4×4 DCT transform is applied over D Yi , creating the decoder estimation of the DCT bands, i.e. the side information in the transform domain. These DCT bands are then used by the turbo decoder to recover (almost error free) each bitplane of each DCT band. The turbo decoder iterates over the side information with the received parity bits and when a confidence measure estimates a low bitplane error probability (typically, less than 10
) calculates a CRC hash (using the same CRC code as the encoder) and checks if there is a match. In case of mismatch, more parity bits are requested; otherwise, the next bitplane decoding will start. This last technique is an improvement over the previous work [11] . e. Decoded Frame Creation: The DCT bands of D Yi are used by the reconstruction module to correct DCT coefficients errors in order to obtain, with a certain target quality, the blocks resulting from the subtraction of the Intra blocks (or 128) from X i . The IDCT is then applied to the reconstructed DCT coefficients and the decoded WZ frame is obtained by adding the IDCT output to the corresponding Intra blocks (in case no Intra block data is received, 128 is added). To obtain the decoded video sequence, the decoded key frames and WZ frames are conveniently mixed.
Compared to the DVC codec used as the starting point for this work [11] , several enhancements were made, but the main novelties lie in the coding mode selection at the encoder side and the MCQE side information generation at the decoder side. In this context, a detailed description and analysis of these two techniques is presented in the following sections.
At the encoder: mode decision and coding
The block-based WZ vs. Intra/WZ coding mode decision process performed at the encoder for the WZ frames is presented in this Section. Since a low encoding complexity scenario is targeted, the encoder computational capabilities are limited and, thus, the expensive motion estimation operation to recreate the MCI blocks generated by the decoder cannot be performed at the encoder. Therefore, a criterion that is easy to compute, yet still able to allow inferring the quality of the MCI estimation available only at the decoder is needed.
Coding mode decision
In order to decide whether each block is to be encoded in the WZ coding mode or the Intra/ WZ coding mode, the reference frames (X b , X f ) used for motion interpolation at the decoder are stored in a buffer at the encoder to help in the decision process. The SAD (Sum of Absolute Differences) metric is employed as a measure of the temporal coherence between the block k, in the WZ frame i, and the co-located blocks in both reference frames:
In the decision process for block k, the block mode m j (k) is determined based on a single threshold τ, according to (2) .
The rationale behind this decision criterion is that when the zero-motion temporal correlation measured by SAD b or SAD f is high, then it is likely that the correlation between the source and the MCI interpolation is weak; therefore, Intra coding should be performed, i.e. m b (k)=1 or m f (k) = 1 respectively. When SAD b or SAD f are low, the MCI estimation has better quality and the block should be classified as WZ, i.e m b (k)=0 or m f (k) = 0 respectively. This type of decision works well when the amount of global motion in the video sequence is low, capturing objects in high motion that are difficult to interpolate well with the MCI framework. However, when there is global motion in a scene, several blocks can be wrongly classified as Intra since, in this case, the frame interpolation (decoder side) can be efficient but both SAD metrics are very likely above the threshold (encoder side). To mitigate this effect, a global motion estimate is computed according to the following simple metric:
where I b corresponds to the X i blocks which satisfy {m b (k)=0} when (2) is calculated, i.e. the set of X i blocks for which SAD b is lower than the threshold τ and N b stands for the number of blocks in I b ; similar definitions apply to I f and N f . Thus, (3) represents the SAD average value for all blocks that are classified as WZ blocks using {m b (k) = 0} and {m f (k) = 0}. The estimative of the global motion for a given frame can only be performed after the coding mode decision is made (since only blocks in WZ mode are used) and is only used in the coding mode decision process of the next WZ frame (i+1)-to be encoded. Therefore, the final criterion for encoding a block k as Intra, in WZ frame i, is given by (4) .
The remaining blocks that do not satisfy (4) are encoded as 'regular' WZ blocks. The encoding process of the complete WZ frames proceeds as follows:
1. For all blocks in the frame, evaluate (4) to classify each block as WZ or Intra/WZ, thus defining the coding mode binary decision map. 2. Encode the binary decision map with RLE+UVLC (as described in Section 4.2) and the Intra blocks with the H.264/AVC Intra mode techniques (as described in Section 4.3) using a quantization parameter QP I . 3. Create a frame P i with the Intra reconstructed blocks at their respective location.
Compute the residual frame D Xi by subtracting P i from X i for the blocks classified as Intra/WZ; for the remaining blocks, subtract 128 from X i . 4. Apply the 4×4 DCT transform (from H.264/AVC) to the whole residual frame D Xi and concatenate the resulting coefficients in bands. The bands are sent to the uniform quantizer in zig-zag scan order (DC band first) and a set of bitplanes is constructed. Then, the turbo encoder is run for each bitplane and the parity bits are stored in a buffer; the parity bits will be sent to the decoder upon request.
The parameters with a major impact in the overall performance of the proposed scheme are the threshold τ, which affects the number of encoded Intra blocks (depends on the motion content) and the quantization parameter QP I , which defines the bitrate/quality of the Intra blocks in the WZ frames.
If the DVC encoder uses low values for τ and QP I , a significant amount of blocks will be classified as Intra and the Intra bitrate is high (since each blocks has good quality), when compared to the overall rate; thus, the RD performance will decrease and Intra block usage overestimation occurs. If the DVC encoder uses high values for τ and QP I , a low amount of blocks will be classified as Intra/WZ and the bitrate/quality of each block is low; thus, the quality of the side information is mainly established by the MCI interpolation, i.e. only a few MCI errors are corrected and Intra block usage underestimation occurs. Thus, the optimal values for τ and QP I are an important compromise, strongly defining the RD performance of the proposed DVC codec. A good threshold τ can be found when a high percentage of the selected Intra/WZ blocks have low quality MCI estimation at the decoder, since in this case the SI quality is improved by using the Intra/WZ mode. In addition, the SI quality improvements must lead to savings in the WZ bitrate greater than the Intra blocks bitrate; otherwise, a loss in coding efficiency can be observed. Then, a good QP I can be found when the quality of these Intra blocks is low (in order to save bitrate) but still can help to generate reliable SI, i.e. SI blocks with quality greater than the corresponding Intra blocks quality and the alternative MCI estimation.
The authors have performed several experiments using video sequences with different types of motion content and have found a good compromise when the threshold τ=22×N 2 ; the value N corresponds to the block size, in this case N=8, and 22 is the average difference per pixel in a block found empirically. Regarding the QP I parameter for the Intra blocks in WZ frames, it was found that QP I =QP K +2 is a good choice; QP K is the quantization parameter of the key frames. This will decrease the Intra block bitrate by 24%, on average, (compared to Intra blocks coded with QP K ) since an increment of QP by 1 result in a reduction of bitrate by approximately 12% [30] . The quality loss of the Intra blocks in WZ frames when compared to the Intra blocks coded with QP K value can be recovered at the decoder with the motion compensated enhancement technique.
Binary decision map coding
Since the mode decision is performed at the encoder, it is necessary to transmit the coding mode decision taken for each block from the encoder to the decoder. The mode decision is performed for each WZ frame block; following the decisions, a binary map is created where each entry in the map indicates whether the 8×8 block should be Intra/WZ or WZ coded. Figure 2 illustrates the binary decision for one WZ frame of the Hall Monitor sequence.
Since a strong spatial correlation between the coding modes of neighboring blocks is observed, a Run Length Encoding (RLE) algorithm identifies runs of blocks assigned to the same coding mode in raster scan order and entropy encodes the symbol (run) using Universal Length Variable Codes (UVLC) codes, adapted to the statistics of the symbols.
For QCIF sequences at 15 fps, 396 binary decisions (one for each 8×8 block) need to be represented for each WZ frame, adding up to approximately 3 kbps, if transmitted without compression. By using the proposed tools, it is possible to efficiently encode the binary map and reduce the rate cost to 0.3-1.8 kbps. Larger gains are achieved for sequences at 30 fps and for larger spatial resolutions, e.g. CIF sequences.
Intra block coding
The H.264/AVC Intra codec is one of the most efficient Intra codecs available today, even more than JPEG 2000 for many conditions; thus, it is the natural choice to encode the Intra blocks in WZ frames. The first step in H.264/AVC Intra block coding is to select the best Intra prediction mode. This step is essential in the H.264/AVC standard [13] to obtain good Intra coding RD performance (at the cost of higher complexity). Intra prediction must be always performed since the entropy coding engine (CAVLC or CABAC) is adapted to residual statistical data distributions and not sample values.
In the current situation, not all blocks around the selected Intra blocks are Intra coded (some are WZ coded); thus, not all H.264/AVC Intra prediction modes may be selected. The prediction values are constrained to the 8×8 Intra blocks selected by the Intra mode decision algorithm, since the side information (available at the decoder) is not available at the encoder. In order to limit the encoding complexity, it is proposed to always use the same prediction mode-the 4×4 DC Intra prediction mode-since this is the most often selected mode when a sequence is encoded with H.264/AVC Intra. The 4×4 DC Intra prediction averages the prediction values (if available) in the top row (A...D) and left column (I...K) of the 4×4 neighboring top and left block, respectively (see Fig. 3 ). If the top row or the left column is not available, the corresponding prediction values are not used; in case no prediction values are available, the value 128 is used as predictor.
Next, the Intra blocks are encoded with the following H.264/AVC Baseline profile tools [13]: 4×4 DCT integer transform, uniform quantizer and the Context Adaptive Variable Length Codes (CA-VLC) as the entropy coding engine; the resulting bitstream is fully compliant with the H.264/AVC baseline profile. When the block based Intra mode is used, a bitstream format capable to handle the entropy coded data resulting from the Intra coding (variable size codewords) and the parity stream data generated by the turbo encoder is necessary. Therefore, precise syntax and semantics are necessary to synchronize the encoder and decoder operations.
The bitstream format is shown in Fig. 4 and it includes three headers: i) sequence header, ii) frame header and iii) band header. The sequence header defines decoding parameters which are kept constant along the sequence. The frame header marks the beginning of the coded frame data which contains the binary mode decision map RLE+UVLC coded and all Intra coded blocks, according to the syntax defined by H.264/AVC (if the Intra mode is used). The band header marks the beginning of each DCT coefficient band and contains the dynamic range [10] of each band; after each band header, the parity Fig. 2 Intra mode binary decision map example: the black regions correspond to the Intra coded blocks within the WZ frame bitstream is sent. This bitstream contains the parity data that has been requested by the decoder (through the feedback channel) in each DCT band bitplane decoding process; the number of bitplanes of each DCT band is given by the quantization matrix (see Section 6).
At the decoder: improved side information creation
With the proposed DVC codec architecture (see Fig. 1 ), the decoder has an additional important task since it must create SI not only for those blocks for which no source information is available (WZ mode), but also for the Intra decoded blocks in WZ frames. The Intra/WZ blocks must have their quality enhanced and be an efficient alternative over the MCI 'blind' or 'no-hint' estimation. Thus, the technique used to generate SI for the Intra/WZ mode can significantly influence the DVC codec RD performance; in this case, it is proposed to improve the quality of an Intra block by exploiting the temporal redundancies with the already decoded frames (which have higher quality). More accurate SI through MCQE means fewer errors, i.e. the side information and the source are more correlated. Therefore, the decoder needs to request less parity bits from the encoder and the WZ bitrate is reduced for the same target quality; moreover, the WZ bitrate reduction should overcome the additional bitrate cost of sending the Intra coded blocks.
The WZ frame decoding procedure can be described as:
1. Receive and decode the mode decision map, M i , and the Intra coded blocks, I i . 2. Create the estimation S i of the current frame (for all blocks) with a MCI technique using the reference frames X 5. For each block, independently of the coding mode, and for each bitplane of each DCT band, starting from the most significant bitplane and the lowest frequency band (DC), correct the side information D Yi to obtain the residual source decoded bins with a vanishing error probability. The turbo decoder will request more parity bits until the error probability estimated by a confidence criterion [14] is below a predefined threshold (10 −3 ) and no residual errors are found in the CRC hash comparison. 6. With the residual decoded bins, D Yi and the correlation noise model parameters (estimated according to [9] ), an optimal mean squared error (MSE) estimate [15] is determined for the decoded DCT coefficients. Then, the IDCT transform is applied to obtain the reconstructed residual values X * . Finally, the decoded frame X′ can be obtained by X′=clip(X * +P i ) for the Intra/WZ blocks and X′=clip(X * +128); the clip operator constraints the output to the [0, 255] range.
Since a major novelty of this paper is the proposed MCQE SI creation technique (step 3 above), this technique is described in detail in Section 5.2. However, considering its importance in the SI quality, first the MCI technique is also briefly reviewed (Section 5.1). This MCI solution is very efficient when compared to other SI creation solutions available in the literature [4] , and contributes significantly for the good performance for the DVC codec; therefore, it is difficult to improve, especially for small GOP sizes and low/medium motion content.
Motion compensated interpolation (MCI)
To construct the SI for the blocks using the WZ coding mode, a 'guess' SI creation approach must be used; in this work, the framework proposed in [7] is used to generate the SI for the WZ mode blocks. In [7] , a frame interpolation module generates the SI based only on two references, one temporally in the past (X f , are low pass filtered first and used as references in a full search motion estimation algorithm with a modified matching criterion. Then, a bidirectional motion estimation algorithm refines the motion vectors with two different block sizes (from coarse to fine); this hierarchical approach tracks fast motion and handles large GOP sizes in the first step (16×16 block size) and achieves finer detail by using smaller block sizes (block size 8×8) in the second step. The adaptive search range is adaptively computed for each WZ block taking into account the motion of the neighboring motion vectors (in the top, bottom, right and left blocks). Next, weighted vector median filters are used to obtain a smoother motion field, except at object boundaries. Finally, the MCI interpolated frame can be constructed by using a bidirectional motion compensation technique. For more details, see [7] .
Motion compensated quality enhancement (MCQE)
When high motion or strong illumination changes occur, the MCI technique typically fails, leading to a poor SI quality. In the SI creation framework proposed in this paper, some low quality Intra coded data, I i , is sent by the encoder for source blocks for which the encoder estimates the MCI algorithm may have failed. The idea of the proposed framework is to improve the MCI frame quality by enhancing the received low quality Intra coded blocks I i through a novel MCQE module.
To improve the Intra decoded block I i quality, it is first necessary to formulate the motion estimation problem at hand. Consider that a low quality version of a certain block b LQ (in the WZ frame X i ) is available and that temporally adjacent decoded frames, X 0 b and X 0 f , are available with higher quality than the b LQ quality; note that b LQ corresponds here to the I i data. The MCQE algorithm must adaptively select proper block candidates from the enhanced reference frames and/or the Intra b LQ block and combine them in order to obtain an improved quality block b HQ . The most straightforward way is to simply use the b LQ reconstructed block as SI; however, since both reference frames have higher quality than b LQ , they can be used to generate better SI. Whenever there is strong temporal correlation in the video sequence, information from the neighboring frames can help to improve the quality of the Intra blocks I i since neighboring frames present a high similarity between them; when the temporal correlation is low, the Intra decoded data I i can be a valid alternative to replace the corresponding data in the MCI SI.
The MCQE technique proposed here is inspired by the motion compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) schemes, an averaging process applied across video frames [21, 26] . A MCTF low pass filter separates the quantization noise from the relevant content over time, which is desirable for MCQE. MCTF also shares some similarity with the MCI technique (described in Section 5.1) since MCTF filtering is applied along the motion trajectories (with adequate motion estimation techniques) in order to obtain an invertible motion field. In Fig. 5 , the architecture of the proposed MCQE algorithm is illustrated; MCQE creates a set of blocks T i with higher quality when compared to the corresponding blocks I i using the decoded frames X The MCQE algorithm can be described as follows:
MCQE Architecture
1. Perform bidirectional motion estimation (BiME) in order to find a set of motion vectors that represent well the motion of blocks I i . With BiME, a pair of symmetric motion vectors is obtained, one pointing towards X respectively. Then, the two motion compensated blocks and the Intra decoded block are averaged and the T i estimated blocks are obtained. This algorithm is formalized in section T i block estimation. 3. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , for some I i blocks, no good estimation was found, and thus the number of T i blocks can be less than the number of I i blocks. This means that, in the BiME process, no temporal correlation was found between those low quality Intra blocks and the X 0 b and X 0 f frames; this scenario usually happens when there is not enough high frequency content in order to properly discriminate a good candidate from X 0 b and X 0 f . These remaining blocks (from I i ) are combined with the corresponding MCI estimated S i blocks using a weighted average algorithm (section U i block estimation); the weights are proportional to the estimated quality of each S i or I i block and the blocks created are called U i .
The side information Y i can be constructed by multiplexing the blocks T i with blocks U i and S i (WZ mode).
T i Block Estimation
The blocks T i are estimated by exploiting the temporal correlation among the video sequence frames, as mentioned above. In the following, the way T i blocks are obtained will be described. Consider that a pair of symmetric motion vectors {(v x , v y ), (−v x , −v y )} is estimated for a given block I i with a BiME algorithm [4] . This symmetric motion vectors pair, together with X 
Once the motion compensated blocks in the forward and backward reference frames are found, they are used together with the corresponding Intra decoded block to obtain the corresponding block T i according to (6) .
The error R i between the SI estimation T i and the original frame X i can be defined as:
Substituting (6) in (7), R i becomes: Assuming that the quantization error for a uniform quantizer with step size Φ is approximately uniformly distributed in [−Φ/2, Φ/2] and has a variance of Φ 2 /12, it is possible to obtain an estimation of the quality for each block in the presence of quantization noise (the case considered here) through the quantization error variance; considering that X′ is a quantized version of X, it is possible to write the quantization error variance as in (9):
This coarse estimation of the block quality is valid if it is assumed that the quantization noise is uniform and independent for all pixels of each possible candidate block. Although more complex metrics of quality assessment can be employed, a coarse estimation of the block quality can be obtained with this quantization error variance; it was already used in the past for quality enhancement of motion JPEG sequences [28] .
Since the objective of the MCQE technique is to improve the quality of the Intra decoded blocks I i , the mean square error (MSE) between a T i and X i block must, therefore, be lower than the MSE between an I i and X i block. Assuming zero mean R i error, the MSE is equal to the variance σ 2 of the error and, therefore, the T i blocks should satisfy
In (10), N is equal to the used block size and Φ I is the quantization step size used for the Intra blocks I i . Considering (7), the variance of the error of any block T i is given by
Replacing (8) in (11), the error variance becomes
Taking into account (5) and (9), each term of (12) can be computed according to (13) where Φ K is the quantization step size used for the key frames; it is assumed here that a similar quality is used for the decoded WZ frames and the decoded key frames (which corresponds to the same step size). Considering that every term of (11) can be computed with the help of (9):
Substituting (13) in (12), the error variance can be written as
Finally, replacing (14) in (10), the following condition (also shown in Fig. 5 ) can be obtained
with:
In conclusion, after the BiME algorithm, blocks that satisfy (15) will be used to estimate T i since a reliable estimation was found; when there is more than one block fulfilling (15) , the one with the minimum (SSD b +SSD f ) value is selected. The I i blocks that do not satisfy (15) are combined with the corresponding MCI estimated S i blocks through a weighted average to obtain U i , as it will be explained in the next section.
U i Block Estimation At this stage, a good SI alternative for those blocks which the previous algorithm has not found any good candidate from X 0 b and X 0 f (i.e. (15) was not satisfied) due to the lack of temporal correlation or insufficient Intra decoded quality. In this case, since only the MCI estimation S i and the Intra decoded data I i is reliable, it is proposed to weight each one according to a quality estimate computed at the decoder (where original blocks are not available); a similar approach was used in the T i block estimation but with fixed weights equal to 1/3 (average). In this context, two relevant situations can occur: i) the MCI algorithm finds for a certain block in X 0 f a similar (low SAD) block in X 0 b , which typically leads to a S i block with higher quality when compared to I i ; and ii) the MCI algorithm fails to find two similar blocks between X 0 f and X 0 b using as starting point a X 0 f block, which typically leads to a S i block with lower quality when compared to I i . Therefore, it is proposed to use the same quality metric defined in (9) to assess the quality of the Intra blocks and the quality of the MCI blocks; in this last case it is used the SSD of the residual error in the MCI matching process. Taking into account these observations, the estimation U i can be obtained from:
with w representing the weight (that should be proportional to the quality) of the Intra decoded block; the higher the Intra decoded block quality, the higher the I i block weight in the corresponding U i block estimation. According to (10), the block I i quality can be accessed using:
The MCI algorithm (see Section 5.1) computes symmetric motion vectors {(u x , u y ), (−u x ,-u y )} which describe possible motion trajectories between the X 0 f and X 0 b frames. Thus, it is possible to compute the variance of the matching error Z i between these two frames after motion compensation from (19):
The quality of the S i estimation can be coarsely modeled by the variance of the matching error, i.e. s
; this is a valid assumption that was also made in the online estimation of the correlation noise distribution parameter with good results [9] .
Finally, the weight w can be obtained from (20) .
With this approach, the contribution of S i and I i in the U i blocks is weighted by the estimation of each block quality in the MSE sense.
Side Information Y i Creation The final step of the proposed MCQE algorithm is to multiplex in the side information frame Y i the blocks from S i , U i and T i . If a Y i block was classified at the encoder as WZ block (see (4)), the corresponding block in S i is copied to Y i . Otherwise, the Y i block is a Intra/WZ block and two situations can occur: i) (15) is satisfied: the Y i block is copied from T i (created from (6)) and ii) (15) is not satisfied: the Y i block is copied from U i (created from (17)).
Performance evaluation
This section evaluates the proposed DVC codec illustrated in Fig. 1 in terms of RD performance and in terms of quality evolution of the SI and WZ decoded frame. To better understand the results presented here, it is essential to define the test conditions. Since the DISCOVER video codec [3] , one of the best available DVC codecs, will be used as benchmark to evaluate the proposed DVC codec performance, the test conditions used here are the same as for the DISCOVER video codec. From those test conditions, the ones in the following deserve to be pointed out since they represent a subset of the ones presented in [3] : In the next sections, the performance of the proposed DVC codec will be presented and analyzed in detail.
Rate-distortion performance
In this section, the RD performance of the proposed DVC codec with the novel Intra/WZ coding mode (described in Section 3) is compared with the RD performance of the background DVC codec which encodes every block in the WZ coding mode as well as with the DISCOVER video codec, since it represents the state-of-the-art on DVC. The RD performance of the proposed DVC codec is also compared against the classical H.264/AVC Intra and H.264/AVC zero-motion video codecs since these standard based video codecs have a rather low encoding complexity (no encoder motion estimation).
It is important to note that the RD tradeoff for WZ frames is controlled by a 4×4 quantization matrix where each entry indicates the number of quantization levels for each xDCT band (0 for the DCT bands for which no WZ bits are sent to the decoder). The eight quantization matrices (i.e. eight RD points) considered here for the DVC codec RD performance evaluation are the same as used in [3] ; RD point 1 corresponds to the lowest decoded quality (lowest bitrate) and RD point 8 corresponds to the highest decoded quality (highest bitrate). Figure 6 illustrates the RD performance obtained for the Hall Monitor, Foreman, and Soccer test video sequences considering a GOP size of 2.
As it can be concluded from Fig. 6 , the proposed DVC video codec outperforms the DVC scheme without the Intra/WZ mode for all sequences and RD points. As expected, the higher the motion content of the video sequence, the higher is the coding gain of the proposed additional Intra/WZ coding mode. Typically, the MCI algorithm fails more for regions where high motion occurs; this means that poor SI quality is generated for those regions. Thus, the strategy to encode some low quality Intra coded blocks, transmit them to the decoder and use them to drive the SI creation process leads to better RD performance when compared to a DVC codec with just the MCI SI creation. For GOP size 2, coding gains up to 0.86 dB are achieved with the proposed technique when compared to a DVC codec without the Intra/WZ mode, notably for the Soccer sequence. The proposed technique also allows to reduce the RD performance gap to conventional predictive coding (H.264/AVC Intra and H.264/AVC zero-motion), mainly for the complex Soccer video sequence. As Fig. 6 illustrates, the DVC codec with and without Intra/WZ mode provides better RD performance than the state-of-the-art DISCOVER video codec; this behavior can be explained with the fact that the DVC codec used in this paper has an improved correlation noise estimation [9] regarding the one used in the DISCOVER video codec.
As the GOP size increases, the temporal spacing between the key frames also increases and, therefore, the quality of the MCI SI tends to decrease; in fact, the RD performance for long GOP sizes is one of the weakest features of the available DVC video codecs. Figures 7  and 8 illustrate the RD performance obtained for the Hall Monitor, Foreman, and Soccer test video sequences for GOP sizes of 4 and 8, respectively.
As it can be seen from Figs. 6, 7 and 8, the RD gains increase with the GOP size for all the test video sequences; coding gains up to 1.43 dB and 2 dB are achieved for the Soccer sequence for GOP sizes of 4 and 8, respectively. Since the MCI SI quality tends to decrease with the GOP size, the exploitation of the Intra coded data received for some regions (typically regions where the MCI algorithm will likely fail) allow improving the SI quality. Better SI quality means that fewer errors exist between the source (WZ) data and the SI and, thus, fewer WZ rate will be needed to achieve a target decoded quality, improving the overall RD performance.
By enhancing the SI quality, even at the cost of an increase in bitrate due to the Intra block coding in the Intra/WZ mode, the RD performance gap to H.264/AVC Intra and H.264/AVC zero-motion is reduced; this is particularly evident for the Foreman and Soccer video sequences, which are characterized by medium and high motion content, respectively. For the Hall Monitor sequence at GOP 4, the usage of the proposed Intra/WZ mode enables the RD curve to be always above the H.264/AVC zero-motion RD curve. It is important to 
Side information quality evolution
As shown in the previous section, the proposed DVC codec brings significant RD gains when compared to a DVC video codec without the Intra/WZ mode. However, the RD performance expresses an average over the whole video sequence. In this section, the SI temporal evolution is presented (Fig. 9 ) in order to better understand in which conditions the proposed Intra/WZ mode usage brings SI advantages. Figure 9 illustrates the SI PSNR at the frame level for the Hall Monitor and Soccer sequences for GOP sizes of 2 and 8. For each chart in Fig. 9 , two curves are drawn: 1) SI PSNR obtained after MCI in the DVC codec without the proposed Intra/WZ mode and 2) SI PSNR obtained after using the proposed MCQE technique. In order to have a fair comparison between those two curves, they should correspond to the same average bitrate. While for curve 1 the DVC codec RD tradeoff is controlled by a 4×4 quantization matrix [3] for WZ frames and by the H.264/AVC QP value for the key frames, for curve 2 the RD tradeoff is controlled also by the H.264/AVC QP value used to encode Intra blocks inside WZ frames. Thus, it is difficult to assure the same average bitrate for both curves in each Fig. 9 chart. In this context, for each sequence and for each GOP size, it was chosen, from corresponding figures in Section 6.1, RD points for which the total bitrate of both DVC codec with and without the proposed Intra/WZ mode is similar.
In Fig. 9 , the curves for the Hall Monitor video sequence with GOP sizes 2 and 8 correspond to the RD point 5 of Figs. 6, 7 and 8, respectively; for RD point 5, the total bitrate of both solutions is quite similar. For the Soccer sequence with GOP size 2, the curves correspond to RD point 3; for GOP size 8, since there is a bitrate mismatch in corresponding RD points, RD points 3 and 2 were chosen for the DVC codec with and without the proposed Intra/WZ mode respectively, since they have approximately the same overall bitrate.
As can be observed from Fig. 9 , the proposed Intra/WZ mode allows improving the SI quality for both low and complex motion sequences, the Hall Monitor and Soccer sequences, respectively. As expected, the SI quality improvements are higher for the Soccer sequence where the MCI often fails due to the high motion which is difficult to estimate and compensate; in this case, the usage of reliable Intra decoded data allows to obtain, for those blocks, better SI through the MCQE algorithm when compared with the MCI SI (see Fig. 1 ). It is also important to note that the proposed technique also enables to have a more constant SI quality along time. This is particularly important if a rate control operation needs to be performed at the DVC encoder; a more constant SI quality over time means that the correlation between the original WZ frame and the corresponding SI frame is more stationary and, therefore, it is easier to perform DVC rate allocation.
WZ decoded frame quality evolution
As shown in the previous section, the proposed Intra/WZ mode improves the SI quality provided to the turbo decoder and the reconstruction module. Better SI quality means that fewer errors exist and are left for correction by means of turbo decoding. Note that, for a certain RD point, parity bits are not sent for all bitplanes, just for a subset. So, it is expected that, using the proposed Intra/WZ mode, the decoded WZ frame quality improves regarding a DVC codec without the proposed mode, for a given target bitrate. The temporal evolution of the decoder WZ frame quality for the Hall Monitor and Soccer sequences for GOP sizes of 2 and 8 is depicted in Fig. 10 . Applying the same restriction of similar total bitrate (already discussed in the previous section), the RD points corresponding to the curves in Fig. 10 match the equivalent ones in Fig. 9 for the respective sequences and GOP sizes. As it can be concluded from Fig. 10 , the proposed Intra/WZ mode typically improves the decoded WZ frame PSNR quality regarding a DVC codec without that mode, for the same bitrate. Once more, higher quality improvements are observed for high motion content video sequences and for longer GOP sizes, where poorer SI is generated due to the weaknesses of the MCI algorithm. When the proposed Intra/WZ mode is used, the SI quality is enhanced and thus, for the same overall bitrate, the decoded quality increases. Notice that the SI quality improvement has also an impact on the decoded quality through the reconstruction module; a more constant decoded quality over time is achieved, which has a significant impact in the perceived subjective quality since less flickering occurs. For Hall Monitor (GOP 2 and 4), Fig. 10 (a) and (c) , the decoded quality for a few WZ frames is lower when using the proposed technique; this can be explained with the fact that the overall bitrate is not exactly the same for both curves inside each plot.
In conclusion, the proposed Intra/WZ mode technique allows RD improvements up to 2 dB, especially for cases where available DVC codecs have lower RD performance, i.e. high motion video sequences and long GOP lengths.
Conclusions
This paper proposes the inclusion of an additional Intra/WZ coding mode in the context of a turbo-based transform domain DVC codec. The proposed DVC codec improves the efficiency of state-of-the-art DVC codecs by proposing a novel Intra mode selection technique (at the encoder) for the WZ frames and a motion compensated quality enhancement solution (at the decoder). The proposed DVC codec also advances state-ofthe-art DVC codecs by encoding each block with H.264/AVC Intra instead of H.263+ Intra, as used in previous work with Intra block coding in WZ frames.
The experimental results show RD gains up to 2 dB for critical test conditions where typically available DVC codecs have poorer RD performance: complex video sequences and long GOP sizes. From the experimental results, it is also possible to conclude that the proposed Intra/WZ mode, besides enhancing the side information quality, leads to a more stable quality along time of the side information and decoded frames which is a desired feature since it can help in the design of efficient encoder rate control solutions and leads to a higher subjective quality. 
